SUBJECT: COUNCIL OF REPRESENTATIVES

The next meeting of the Council of Representatives will be held in the Centre William Rappard on 3 and 4 October 1983, starting at 3 p.m. on Monday, 3 October and continuing in the morning of Tuesday, 4 October, if necessary.

The following items are proposed for the agenda:

1. Guatemala - Request for Observer Status (C/M/170)

2. Honduras - Request for Observer Status (L/5538)

3. Aspects of Trade in High-Technology Goods (SR.38/9, C/W/409/REV.2 and CORR.1)

4. Trade in Counterfeit Goods (C/W/418, L/5512)

5. European Economic Community - Quantitative Restrictions on Imports of Certain Products from Hong Kong - Follow-up on the Report of the Panel (L/5511)

6. Customs Unions and Free-Trade Areas; Regional Agreements - Biennial Reports
   (A) South Pacific Regional Trade and Economic Cooperation Agreement (SPARTECA) (L/5488)
   (B) Agreement Between the European Economic Community and Spain (L/5516)
   (C) Agreement Between the European Economic Community and Israel (L/5531)
   (D) Central American Common Market (L/5536)
   (E) Agreement Between Finland and Hungary (L/5539)


8. Pakistan - Renegotiation of Schedule - Request for Extension of Waiver (C/W/422, L/5533)

9. United States Tax Legislation (DISC) - Follow-up on the Report of the Panel - Draft Decisions Proposed by the European Economic Community (C/M/157, C/W/389 and SUPPL.1, C/W/391, C/W/392, C/W/423, L/4422, L/5271)
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10. CANADA – FOREIGN INVESTMENT REVIEW ACT (FIRA)  
   - REPORT OF THE PANEL (L/5504)

11. ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE CHAIRMAN  
   - UNITED STATES – IMPORTS OF SUGAR FROM NICARAGUA  
   - COMPOSITION AND TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE PANEL


A. DUNKEL